Size scaling of extracellular carbonic anhydrase activity in centric marine diatoms.
Many microalgae have a surface-associated extracellular carbonic anhydrase (eCA) that converts HCO3 (-) to CO2 for uptake and subsequent photosynthetic fixation. We investigated eCA activity and assessed its importance for photosynthetic CO2 supply in six centric diatom species spanning nearly the full range of cell sizes for centric diatoms (equivalent spherical radius 3-67 μm). Since larger cells are more susceptible to diffusion limitation, we hypothesized that eCA activity would increase with cell size as would its importance for CO2 supply. eCA activity did increase with cell size, increasing with cell radius by a size-scaling exponent of 2.6 ± 0.3. The rapid increase in eCA activity with cell radius keeps the absolute CO2 concentration difference between bulk seawater and the cell surface very low (<~0.2 μM) allowing high rates of CO2 uptake even for large diatoms. Although inhibiting eCA did reduce photosynthesis in the diatoms, there was no overall relationship between the extent of inhibition of photosynthesis and cell size. The only indication that eCA may be more important for larger diatoms was that photosynthesis in the smallest diatoms (<4 μm radius) was only affected by eCA inhibition when CO2 concentrations were very low, while photosynthesis in some larger diatoms was affected even at typical seawater CO2 concentrations. eCA is ubiquitous in centric marine diatoms, in contrast to other taxa where its presence is irregularly distributed among different species, and plays an important role in supplying CO2 for photosynthesis across the size spectrum.